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Abstract: In today’s world social media plays an important in every one’s life in which YouTube plays a 

vital role. In YouTube anyone can get the required information by specifying the search keyword. One can 

watch videos and give our opinion based on the content present in that video .YouTube is also a platform 

which can exhibit our own ideas and show case our talent by which people are getting many employment 

opportunities. Web scrapping is one of the techniques to scrape the information present in web pages. There 

are many techniques to scrape YouTube information like using Google API, Selenium python, pafy python, 

etc. In the proposed work we are scrapping the YouTube video information using paying generating the 

audience response based on the scrapped information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sentimental analysis is a technique using which we can understand the opinions, sentiments, attitudes, and emotions of 

the user. It is also known as Opinion Mining (OM).There are mainly four types of sentimental analysis techniques and 

they are Fine-Grained, Aspect-Based, Emotion Detection, Intent Analysis and there are mainly three types of sentiments  

they are positive, negative, neutral. It is very useful techniques to get the overall information about the user opinion on 

certain product, video content, movie reviewed in small amount of time. YouTube has around 122 million active users 

daily around the world. Every minute more than 500 hours of new content videos are uploaded on YouTube around the 

world.  

In India which rank first in the usage of video has around 467 Million users and they have estimated that by 2025 it may 

reach 833.03 million users. So there are many ways of opinion are generated based on these contents so the content 

provider need to be aware about these opinions of the user which will help them to create an improved work. In this 

research work it is doing runtime scraping on YouTube video comments and generating the list of percentage of 

sentiment they can see in the comments using the built in packages of python like pay for YouTube video information 

scrapping, python-comments-scrapper to scrape the comments of a particular video and text blob to impose the 

sentimental analysis on the scraped comments. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Several researches and survey has been done on YouTube data scrapping and sentimental analysis .Some of the works 

has been listed below 

Mohd Majid Akhtar et al.,[4] has published the paper Sentiment Analysis on YouTube Comments: A brief study. It uses 

text blob, a built library to apply sentimental analysis of csv file containing comments. 

Viny Christani M et al.,[10] has published paper named COMMENTS SCRAPING APPLICATION FOR REVIEW 

YOUTUBE CONTENT This paper implemented PHP and HTML programming languages for data mining. Ritika Singh 

et al.,[ 5]has published the paper named YOUTUBE COMMENTS SENTIMENT   ANALYSIS  which contains Naive 

Bayes, Support Vector Mission, Decision tree, Random Forest, KNN to apply sentimental analysis on YouTube 

comments. Sowmiya K et al.,[8]  has published the paper named Scraping and Analysing YouTube Trending Videos for 

BI. This paper has implemented Google developer console, YouTube data API and natural language processing to 

determine the frequency of channels with trending videos. 

G Vinodhini et al.,[1] has published paper named Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining: A Survey. It is found that 

the Support Vector Machine and KNN used methodology has outperformed when compared to others. Saukar  Anand 

V et al.,[6] has published paper named An Overview On Web Scraping Techniques And Tools in which  it used different 
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techniques of web scraping and some of the recent tools used for a web scraping. Soujanya Poriya et al.,[7] has published 

paper named Sentiment Data Flow Analysis by Means of Dynamic Linguistic Pattrens .This paper used electronic logic 

gates ,algorithm to determine the polarity of each word. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this proposed methodology it is mainly focusing on the extracting the YouTube video information and the comments 

given by the user for a particular video which is specified by the user through passing the URL of the video. 

 

3.1 Algorithm 

Step1: Enter the keyword to be searched. 

Step2: Pass the keyword as a parameter to the urlopen function. 

step3: List the video IDs of top 20 videos. 

Step4: Generate URL using these ids. 

Step5: Pass these URL as a parameter to the pafy.new () method. 

Step6: Scrape required attributes like view count, like count, dislike count, title, video length. 

Step7: Store this information in a csv file. 

Step8: Enter the URL to download the comments. 

Step9: Scrape the top 40 comments of that video. 

Step10: Store the comments in a csv file. 

Step11: Apply sentimental analysis. 

Step12: List the count of positive, negative and neutral sentiments. 

 

3.2 Block Diagram 

The block diagram gives a better understanding about the proposed work. By just taking just a glance of it we can clearly 

understand in which step what process is executing. The Figure 1 display the block diagram of the proposed work  

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram of proposed methodology 

1. Ask the users to enter the keyword that they want to search in YouTube. Later it will scrape the top 20 videos 

information like like count, dislike count, title etc. Then it will store this information in a csv file. 

2. Ask the users to enter the URL of the video of which they want to extract the comments. Later those 40 scrapped 

comments will be stored in a CSV file. The proposed model will apply sentimental analysis on these comments 

and list the count of positive, negative and neutral comments. 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Result analysis is where we analyze the result of each stage of the proposed work like accepting the keyword, storing 

the videos information, giving the general audience response, accepting the URL, storing the comments, applying 

sentimental analysis on them. 
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Figure 2: Keyword Searching 

In the first stage of the proposed work it will ask the user to enter the keyword based on which the YouTube will list the 

top 20 videos which can be further analyzed in the next step. As it is visible in the Figure 2 the user need to pass the 

keyword in the search bar that will be added in the end of the searching URL. 

 
Figure 3: Video Information 

The Figure 3  represents the screenshot of the CSV file created after the scrapping of YouTube video information like 

title, URL , view count, like count,  dislike count of each video  and the general audience response is generated  based 

on the like and dislike count of the respected video. 

 
Figure 4: URL Searching 

After analysing the general response it will ask the user to enter the URL of a particular video to scrape the top 40 

comments which is used for the further analysis.The Figure 4  represent the scrrenshot of URL passing .Ater the URL 

is passed it will automatically open a pop up window the that video will start playing. 
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Figure 5:Comments received 

While watching the video we can scrape the comments and store that in to a CSV file which can be used for further 

analysis.In that CSV file it contains comment,likes to that particular comment,Time,userlink and username of that 

particular comment.The Figure 5  represents the screenshot of CSV file. 

 
Figure 6: Sentiment Analysis bar chart 

It is a bar chart representing how many positive, negative and neutral comments are present in the scrapped comments. 

As it is shown in Figure 6 there are 25 positive comments, 09 negative comments and 06 neutral comments in the 40 

scrapped comments. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

It has been great challenges for the researchers to scrape the comments preprocess them and apply sentimental analysis 

on them. In this proposed work there is a usage of built-in python libraries which has reduced the middle steps and made 

the developer to code easily and which has an accuracy of 70%. It can be further improved by identifying the   sarcastic 

comments which can be easily misgudgable so that it can provide more accuracy. 
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